
Advanced Jira Tools - PM Use Cases
Walkthrough



Jira Structure Add- On - Key Concepts

Customize how Progress & % Complete are calculated

Displays Jira cards & card metadata using 
JQL, Filters, Projects, Boards, etc. to get cards.
Organize Jira cards into custom folders, 
grouped by any context on multiple levels.
Choose columns to display including quick 
filters to swap columns.
Calculated fields allow you to see metics 
alongside card data. Metrics come from Jira 
Automation and Structure add- on.
Data is updated in realtime card changes are 
immediately reflected in your Structures.
In Summary, see everything in 1 place. The 
content in this screen would require many 
open windows in Jira (multiple boards and 
filter views) and a calculator to know progress 
& remaining effort.
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Show calculated fields setup via Jira automation
See aggregate column values up through the folder hierarchy

Structure Key Concepts



PM Use Case: Organize & prepare a backlog of upcoming Pod initiatives

See all the Pod's epics in 
1 place, grouped and 
sorted by any context

Manage the backlog of 
cards for upcoming 
grooming sessions



Use remaining dev effort to gauge 
bandwidth across team resources.

Manage groomed backlog to see which 
members need additional work.
Card count helps validate effort since bugs are 
not pointed (ex: Jason has 2 pts of remaining 
work, but could have 15 bugs on deck)

PM Use Case: Distribute work across the team, based on bandwidth



PM Use Case: Identify bottlenecks/outliers for WIP (work that is stuck or blocked)

See how long cards have been idle, 
and ensure the team is not blocked

See potential bottlenecks in the flow of work across the 
board. Examples:

Are cards piling up in any section of the board?
Are the decisions intentional? Is there anything 
members of the team can do to move the work along?
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View progress, % complete, and remaining Dev & QA effort on the 
Release level and Epic level. This can help inform decision making 
around release planning.

PM Use Case: Plan for upcoming work with visibility on the progress of initiatives 

Use Case #2:
Activity enhancements has no remaining Dev effort and 
a small remaining QA effort. Maybe we could plan this 
for an upcoming release this week or next.

Use Case #1:
For the Q4_09 release, 1 epic is done, but the other still has remaining 
Dev & QA effort which is ~15 pts combined. (~2 sprints of work for 1 
dev and 1 QA, unless we allocate more resources)

I can quickly see this info just by scanning the progress, % complete, 
then seeing the remaining effort.



Example
The screen above reflects on CSV Upload Phase 3 initiatives, which roughly took: 17 Dev pts, 12 QA pts, and spanned 2+ 
months. (over a major holiday). The QA effort and bug count is higher than normal given the complexity.

If we wanted a t- shirt estimate to build a new CSV feature, with similar functionality, we could ground the conversation 
using these metrics alongside other engineer feedback. Even if the effort is half of this phase 3, based on Dev & QA 
feedback, it would likely still be at least a 2 sprint (1 month) effort.

PM Use Case: Reflect on past initiatives to inform high level (t- shirt size) planning of upcoming initiatives



PM Use Case: Identify bottlenecks/outliers for WIP (work that is stuck or blocked)

See the cards that are blocked and 
specifically which cards are blocking them.

See Epics that have 1 or more cards 
that are blocked.


